


TMA-2 is a modular headphone with 
professional sound quality, 
award-winning design, and fierce 
loyalty from customers and music 
makers around the world

The TMA-2 modular headphone exists to serve the highly 
nuanced expectations and needs of discerning audio 
consumers - whether for everyday listening or music creation. 

Our one-of-a-kind approach ensures an individualized and 
enjoyable product experience for each user, longevity of use, 
and remarkable premium performance and materials.



The foundational belief of AIAIAI is that life is rarely static; 
therefore, headphones should be able to adapt whether a 
listener is at home, in the office or on the go. 

Music makers can tailor the system to any creative context, 
from studio production and audio editing, to DJing or 
listening on the go.

Modularity is the ability to 
upgrade as technology evolves, 
extending the longevity of every 
product and creating 
less waste for the planet



“The TMA-2s can be easily customized in configurations ranging 
from sub-$150 cans perfect for Beats lovers who want to step up 
their audio game, all the way to $250+ monitors aimed at pros.”
FastCompany

“The TMA-2 system got me away from compromise - rather than 
finding the best fit I could actually look for the right fit.”
Resident Advisor

“If you want headphones that will last for years or even decades 
(dare we say: forever?), infinitely repairable, and upgradable - 
AIAIAI's offering will meet these needs like no other on the market.”
IBTimes

“AIAIAI has honed in on one of the most significant cultural trends in 
the world of music production - namely, the move towards 
modularity, customization, and upgradability.”
XLR8R

“Excellent-sounding headphones that feature a unique modular 
approach.”
DJMag

“AIAIAI's modular headphone design sets them apart from the rest. 
With configuration options from the headband to the speakers to the 
ear cushions, and even the cord, it's sure to satisfy any audiophile or 
music professional. The TMA-2 headphones are the star of the show 
with ultimate personalization.”
MixMag

“AIAIAI ensures that the buying process itself is part of the 
enjoyment, and you get exactly the audio equipment needed for your 
aural purpose and pleasure.”
GearPatrol



For the ideal listening experience, customers can now 
choose from seven SKUs suitable for retail

TMA-2 All-round TMA-2 Move Wireless TMA-2 DJ TMA-2 Comfort TMA-2 Comfort Wireless TMA-2 HD TMA-2 HD Wireless

$140 / €140 $220 / €220 $200 / €200 $200 / €200 $235 / €235 $295 / €295 $350 / €350

The most lightweight 
headphones with a slim 
profile for listening on-the-go 
or at home.

The most lightweight 
headphones for wireless 
listening on-the-go or at home.

Powerful and sturdy 
headphones with a punchy 
bass. Trusted by artists all over 
the world.

Highly comfortable 
headphones with high 
isolation for long listening 
sessions.

Highly comfortable wireless 
headphones with high 
isolation for long listening 
sessions.

High definition audio and 
extreme comfort for the 
ultimate listening experience.

High definition, wireless audio 
and extreme comfort for the 
ultimate listening experience.

● Balanced sound, suitable 
for all genres.

● Lightweight with a slim 
profile for listening 
on-the-go.

● Upgradeable modular 
headphones.

● Balanced sound, suitable for 
all genres.

● High quality wireless audio 
via Bluetooth.

● PU leather on-ear cushions 
with memory foam.

● Upgradeable modular 
headphones.

● Made for DJs by DJs.
● PU leather on-ear cushions 

with memory foam.
● Upgradeable modular 

headphones.

● Vibrant and powerful sound 
representation.

● Comfortable over-ear 
cushions in vegan-leather.

● Upgradeable modular 
headphones.

● Vibrant and powerful sound 
representation.

● High quality wireless audio 
via Bluetooth.

● Comfortable over-ear 
cushions in vegan-leather.

● Upgradeable modular 
headphones.

● Highly detailed audio with 
bio-diaphragm speaker 
units.

● Ultra soft over-ear Alcantara 
cushions.

● High-end Triad cable for 
reduced interference.

● Upgradeable modular 
headphones.

● Aptx HD wireless audio 
equal to CD quality.

● Highly detailed sound with 
bio-diaphragm speaker 
units.

● Ultra soft over-ear Alcantara 
cushions.

● Upgradeable modular 
headphones.

Customers can build their own headphones with the TMA-2 configurator 
for the exact sound and comfort they prefer: https://aiaiai.audio

https://aiaiai.audio/


TMA-2 All-round

TMA-2 All-round has a balanced sound representation suitable 
for all genres. With a slim and lightweight profile it’s the ideal 
choice for listening on-the-go or at home.

The S01 speaker unit delivers a balanced sound representation 
suitable for all music genres. The light and sturdy H01 
headband combined with the E01 on-ear microfiber earpads 
results in an open sound representation and a slim lightweight 
design ideal for listening on-the-go and at home.

SKU 76010
EAN 5710224760103
RRP $/€ 140



TMA-2 All-round

Lightweight with a slim profile
High-grade nylon material for a sturdy and lightweight 
headphone at only 190g. With a slim and minimalistic design 
it’s the ideal choice for listening on-the-go.

Balanced sound, suitable for all genres
Engineered with a neodymium magnet and lightweight PET 
diaphragm to deliver a balanced sound suitable for all genres.

Upgradeable Modular headphones
The TMA-2 Modular Headphone System is the unique 
opportunity to upgrade individual parts, or change between 
different combinations, extending the use cases and longevity 
of your product.





TMA-2 DJ is developed with professionals and renowned DJs. 
Put to the test on stages all over the world, it’s a specialized 
piece of equipment for the hardworking musician.

The titanium-coated S02 speaker unit delivers
a punchy and intense sound representation focused on bass 
and low-end dynamics. Combining the durable H02 nylon 
headband and the E02 on-ear PU leather earpads providing 
high isolation, results in a powerful, sturdy headphone suitable 
for live performance and electronic/bass heavy music.

TMA-2 DJ

SKU 76030
EAN 5710224760301
RRP $/€ 200



Trusted by artists all over the world
Awarded DJ headphones trusted by renowned artists. Developed 
with professional DJs and put to the test on the world stage.

Durable headphones
High-grade nylon material for a sturdy headphone. Compression 
moulded silicone headpad gives higher durability and a better grip.

Powerful and punchy bass
Dynamic 40mm closed titanium-coated drivers to reduce distortion. 
Designed with an internal vent for a more clear and punchy middle 
bass.

Leather on-ear cushions with memory foam
On-ear cushions made from soft memory foam covered with ultra 
soft vegan-leather.

Upgradeable Modular headphones
The TMA-2 Modular Headphone System is the unique opportunity 
to upgrade individual parts, or change between different 
combinations, extending the use cases and longevity of your 
product.

TMA-2 DJ



TMA-2 Move Wireless

TMA-2 Move Wireless has a balanced sound representation 
suitable for all genres. With high-end Bluetooth audio 
transmission and 20-hour playback time it’s the ideal choice for 
wireless listening on-the-go or at home.

The S01 speaker unit delivers a balanced sound representation 
suitable for all music genres. Combining the H06 Bluetooth 
headband and the E02 on-ear leather earpads providing high 
isola- tion, results in a comfortable, sturdy headphone ideal for 
listening on-the-go and at home.

SKU 76020
EAN 5710224760202
RRP $/€ 220



TMA-2 Move Wireless

Balanced sound, suitable for all genres
Engineered with a neodymium magnet and lightweight PET 
diaphragm to deliver a balanced sound suitable for all genres.

Bluetooth 5.0 audio
High-end Bluetooth audio transmission for high quality 
wireless audio with 20h playback time for wireless listening 
on-the-go or at home.

Leather on-ear cushions with memory foam
On-ear cushions made from soft memory foam covered with 
ultra soft vegan-leather.

Upgradeable Modular headphones
The TMA-2 Modular Headphone System is the unique 
opportunity to upgrade individual parts, or change between 
different combinations, extending the use cases and longevity 
of your product.



TMA-2 Comfort

TMA-2 Comfort has a vibrant and powerful sound 
representation. Comfortable over-ear cushions with soft 
memory foam and vegan-leather makes it the most 
comfortable headphone for long listening sessions.

The S04 speaker unit delivers a clear and vibrant sound 
representation emphasising the listening experience. 
Combining the H03 headband and the E04 over-ear leather 
earpads providing high isolation, results in a comfortable, 
sturdy headphone suitable for long listening sessions.

SKU 76050
EAN 5710224760509
RRP $/€ 200



TMA-2 Comfort

Vibrant and powerful sound representation
Engineered with a neodymium magnet and ultra lightweight 
40mm PET diaphragm for a clear and vibrant soundscape.

Comfortable over-ear cushions in vegan-leather
Ear cushions made from soft memory foam covered with ultra 
soft vegan-leather.

Upgradeable Modular headphones
The TMA-2 Modular Headphone System is the unique 
opportunity to upgrade individual parts, or change between 
different combinations, extending the use cases and longevity 
of your product.



TMA-2 Comfort Wireless

TMA-2 Comfort Wireless has a vibrant and powerful sound 
representation. Comfortable over- ear cushions, and high 
quality wireless audio via Bluetooth, makes it the ideal choice 
for long listening sessions.

The S04 speaker unit delivers a clear and vibrant sound 
representation emphasising the listening experience. 
Combining the H06 Bluetooth headband and the E04 over-ear 
leather earpads providing high isolation, results in a 
comfortable, sturdy headphone suitable for long and critical 
listening.

SKU 76060
EAN 5710224760608
RRP $/€ 235



TMA-2 Comfort Wireless

Vibrant and powerful sound representation
Engineered with a neodymium magnet and ultra lightweight 
40mm PET diaphragm for a clear and vibrant soundscape.

High quality wireless audio via Bluetooth 5.0
High-end Bluetooth audio transmission for high quality 
wireless audio with 20-hour playback time.

Comfortable over-ear cushions in vegan-leather
Ear cushions made from soft memory foam covered with ultra 
soft vegan-leather for high isolation and enhanced listening 
experience.

Upgradeable Modular headphones
The TMA-2 Modular Headphone System is the unique 
opportunity to upgrade individual parts, or change between 
different combinations, extending the use cases and longevity 
of your product.



TMA-2 HD

TMA-2 HD is the optimal listening experience. Highly detailed 
and precise sound representation and ultra soft over-ear 
cushions with Alcantara and memory foam.

The high-end S08 speaker unit with Bio-Cellulose delivers a 
clear and highly detailed sound representation. Combining the 
H04 headband and the E08 over-ear Alcantara earpads 
providing high isolation, results in super comfortable 
headphone with high-end audio, suitable for long and critical 
listening sessions.

SKU 76070
EAN 5710224760707
RRP $/€ 295



TMA-2 HD

Ultra soft and comfortable Alcantara ear pads
Over ear cushions covered in soft and resilient Alcantara 
material that combined with memory foam provide better 
comfort and isolation.

Highly detailed audio with bio-diaphragm speaker
The speaker diaphragm is made from stiff Bio-Cellulose for 
more defined high-frequency details, more pronounced 
mid-range, better dynamics, and more natural tonality.

Upgradeable Modular headphones
The TMA-2 Modular Headphone System is the unique 
opportunity to upgrade individual parts, or change between 
different combinations, extending the use cases and longevity 
of your product.





TMA-2 HD Wireless

TMA-2 HD Wireless is the optimal listening experience. Highly 
detailed and precise sound representation, wirelessly 
transmitted in HD 24-bit quality, and ultra soft over-ear 
cushions with Alcantara and memory foam.

The high-end S08 speaker unit with Bio-Cellulose delivers a 
clear and highly detailed sound representation. Combining the 
H05 Bluetooth head- band and the E08 over-ear Alcantara 
earpads providing high isolation, results in super comfortable 
headphone with high-end audio, suitable for long and critical 
listening sessions.

SKU 76080
EAN 5710224760806
RRP $/€ 350



TMA-2 HD Wireless

Ultra soft over-ear Alcantara cushions
Ear cushions with soft and resilient Alcantara material and 
memory foam provides high comfort and isolation.

Highly detailed audio with bio-diaphragm speaker
The speaker diaphragm is made from stiff Bio-Cellulose for 
more defined high-frequency details, more pronounced 
mid-range, better dynamics, and more natural tonality.

Aptx HD wireless audio with 18-hour playback time
The Aptx HD codec transmits 24-bit hi-res audio equal to CD 
quality. 18-hour playback time.


